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Dear Diane

Application for a Non Material Amendment under Section 96a of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990

On behalf of our client, GlaxoSmithKline (‘GSK’) R&D Limited, please find enclosed an application for a
Non Material Amendment (NMA). This application seeks permission for amendments to Condition 8
(Works to the Public Highway Details) attached to planning permission Ref: 3/22/2443/FUL.

We have submitted via the Planning Portal (Ref: PP-12773028) an electronic copy of the following
information:

1 Completed planning application forms and relevant certificates; and

2 Appendix 1 - Email Correspondence with Matthew Armstrong, Hertfordshire County Council.

The planning application fee has been paid via the Planning Portal.

GSK at Ware

Following a comprehensive review, GSK announced in November 2020 their intention to restructure
the Ware campus to become a centre of excellence to develop and accelerate the introduction to patients
of new Oral Solid Dose (OSD) medicines (tablets), which are, and will continue to be, an important part
of their portfolio and pipeline. This means having the set-up, capabilities and technology to support
OSD medicines, which are an important part of their portfolio and pipeline.

As part of the changes shared with employees and subject to consultation, GSK expect approximately
250 employees from R&D and some other functions, to relocate to their Stevenage site where they can
better collaborate with relevant research colleagues.

GSK’s intent is that they will consolidate those remaining on the R&D part of the campus into a smaller
modern footprint. GSK will invest in both sites to build a highly competitive, vibrant, digitally enabled
and integrated campus across R&D and PSC – a centre of excellence for early Development through to
New Product Introduction and launch of Oral Solid Dose medicines.
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As part of the creation of a single integrated campus, instead of operating and managing the current
R&D site and manufacturing sites separately, GSK are in the process of transitioning to one campus
which will be managed by the manufacturing arm (Pharma Supply Chain).

As part of the transition to an integrated site, the north of the GSK R&D site will be decommissioned
and will be sold for redevelopment, resulting in the loss of the Westfield Car Park.

As a consequence, there is a need to compensate for loss of parking by redeveloping and upgrading the 2
no. existing car parks.

Planning permission to facilitate the above was granted (ref: 3/22/2443/FUL) for the following on 18th
July 2023:

“Demolition of 2 no. buildings on site and the existing cycle storage compound, and the redevelopment
of the 2 no. existing car parks, providing a reconfigured layout, cycle storage, vehicle barriers,
proposed soft landscaping and the erection of 3 no. flagpoles.”

An application to discharge Condition 8 (Works to the Public Highway Details) and Condition 10
(Lighting) was submitted on 28th September 2023 (ref: X/23/0379/CND). This application is still
pending consideration and this NMA has arisen out of discussions with Hertfordshire County Council
(‘HCC’) in relation to details submitted to discharge Condition 8.

It is noted that HCC’s consultation response dated 10th October to the Condition 8 submission states:

“In terms of condition 8, this seeks plans of the "detailed design and construction of all works within
the public highway", namely the s278 plans. We do not appear to have received an s278 application
for these works yet, and it is usual practice for a condition such as this to only be discharged once
Technical Approval has been issued on the s278 plans. Otherwise, this risks the applicant having plans
discharged now through the planning process which may be changed through the s278 assessment
process, meaning what is implemented on the ground differs to the discharged plans. As such, it is
premature to discharge condition 8 at this time.”

As explained below, this NMA seeks to address the concerns raised in the above response.

Proposed Change to Condition 8

GSK is keen to avoid having a duplicate sign-off process whereby detailed drawings need to be approved
both as part of planning condition 8 and the S278 approval process. To note, the S278 approval process
is currently progressing and consultation is ongoing with HCC in this respect.

As indicated above, HCC has indicated that they would not wish to approve drawings showing the
detailed highway works as part of Condition 8 until the same has been approved as part of the S278.

To avoid the need for approval of largely the same detail which will have impact on GSK’s programme
for the use of the approved car park, the amendments to the condition detailed below would amend
Condition 8 so in effect it becomes a compliance condition. The requirement would still remain for the
highway works to be completed consistent with drawing number 31356/AC/001_E and before first use.
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Appendix 1 – Email Correspondence with
Matthew Armstrong














